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Students Scientific Association of Slavic studies of Jagiellonian University 

invites to the scientific conference for students and PhD students 

Slavic regions which are difficult to change - stereotypes, beliefs, perception 

Cracow, November 19-20, 2015 

organised on the occassion of the 50th anniversary of the death of Professor Tadeusz Lehr - 

Spławiński. 

 

 We invite every person interested in issues of perception of western and southern 

Slavic regions and nations, mainly representatives of following scientific disciplines: Slavic 
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philology (Study of literature, linguistics, translation), sociology, cultural anthropology, 

ethnology, cultural studies, history and political studies. 

The mail goal of the scientific conference is to present the state of contemporary research 

directly related to stereotypes, beliefs and perception associated with western and southern 

Slavic regions and nations.  

Mainly we are intrested in the topics concerning : 

 mutual perception of the nations of western and southern Slavic regions and how they 

perceive the others: neighbours and minorities, 

 perception of western and southern Slavs by non-Slavic nations, 

 stereotypes and myths about the nations of western and southern Slavic regions and 

their reflection in reality, 

 stereotypes in translation. 

 

Please send your completed Application Form (with introductory Bibliography and short 

abstract in the language of the presentation) to the e-mail address 

konferencja2015kns@gmail.com before 22nd June 2015. 

  

Information about acceptance of your speech will be sent before 13th July 2015 r. with full 

program of the conference. 

You can lecture your speech in one of following languages: Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, 

Macedonian, Polish, Serbian, Slovak and Slovenian. 

 

Conference fee is 50 zl. It includes the cost of participation and the cost of publication of the 

article. Mentioned payment doesn't include the cost of accomodation and refreshments. The 

organisers of the conferece can offer help in finding the most beneficial accomodation offers. 

 

In case of a large number of applications the organisers reserve the right to their selection . 

 

Furthermore, we are planning to publish a post-conference publication. We kindly ask people 

intrested in publishing their articles to prepare their speeches in printed and electronic version 

(.doc or .docx). Articles should qualify for basic publishing requirements: font Times New 

Roman 12 p., spacing 1,5, title of an article: TNR 14 p., margin 2,5 cm, jutified, non-formated 

(without hard spaces), quotations in quotation marks. Footnotes: at the bottom of the page, 
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font TNR 10 p., Latin abbreviations must be used (ibidem, idem, op. cit, passim, etc.), leading 

1. Bibliography in the alphabetical order (by name), without item number and publisher. 

 

For any additional information ask by sending an e-mail to the following address: 

konferencja2015kns@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


